If you are about to complete this storytime kit, please follow this **VERY** important rule. If you laugh, I’m starting these activities over!

This kit contains a storytelling challenge, a drawing page, and a collage craft to keep you laughing all day long.

**NEED MORE NOT-SO-SERIOUS IDEAS?**

• Make your own silly reading rules and write them down in a very important box. Give them to your parent, teacher, or grown-up the next time you read a book together.

• Challenge a friend to a laughing contest. Tell each other jokes, make funny faces, or stare deeply into each other’s eyes until one of you laughs!

• Gather a group and hold an impromptu talent show. Channel your inner comedian, singer, dancer, or whatever your heart desires!
Find a friend and ask them to give you a word for each of the blanks below. Ask a grown-up if you need help.

I have a lot of secrets.

My name is actually ______________________ ______________________ ______________________.

I am scared of ______________________ ______________________ ______________________.

Sometimes I use ______________________ as ______________________.

Once I even ______________________ my ______________________ to ______________________!

But the biggest thing I have to tell you is that my favorite thing in the world is ______________________.

Read your silly story aloud to a friend but DO NOT LAUGH.
Bring your creations to life by drawing something from your fill-in-the-blank story!
Cut out the items from the following page (or ask an adult for help) and arrange them here in whatever (very serious) design you want!

When you’re ready, glue or tape the items in place to make your very own giggle-worthy collage.